
The routine tourist spots are Shanghai Museum, Xin Tian Di, the Bund, Pu 
Dong, Yu Garden in the Chenghuangmiao (Chinese Quarter), etc., I like to 
still wander around the older streets and markets, there's a market for 
everything, last year I brought my mother-in-law to the fabric market and 
she wish she could get 10 suitcases, she ended up having four or five sets 
of Chinese clothes, and a leather blazer and skirt (for about 100 dollars) 
tailor made. There's also antique market(泰康路）, clothing market 
(七浦路), stationary/books market (福州路, where you get the stamps, 
paintings) and all sorts of markets you can go to. For my dad he likes to 
visit the hardware market. It depends on what you like, what your interests 
are, there's a market for it, of course at the fraction of the prices you will 
pay here.  
 
As far as shopping and eating, it's endless, my favorite restaurant is still 
透明思考, it's called TMSK in English, it's located in 新天地，which is very 
touristy, this restaurant is pricy but offers one of the best western cuisine 
in town and hands down best Chinese performance outside a theatre. They 
have very interesting shows from Tue to Sat, from 9pm, and it's always 
different every time I went. I also enjoy the acrobat show at 上海商城 
（Shanghai Center).  
 
It's a lot of fun to visit the cities outside Shanghai, there were so many 
water villages near Shanghai, 绍兴，西塘， 周庄， 朱家角， but these 
towns have become very commercialized, so Shanghainese are constantly 
looking for new towns to explore, especially after Mission:Impossible III 
was filmed in Xitang (西塘), and Zhouhuang (周庄). I've always enjoyed 
Hangzhou, its bamboo forest and just the simply lifestyle there, drinking 
tea and playing cards in the teahouse. There's something really romantic 
about that city. Last year we stayed at the Grand Hyatt in Hangzhou, it's a 
great location and the service was great.  
 
Your office is on Nanjing Road, if I remember correctly, it's the most 
upscale shopping district, pricy too but it's within distance to Wujiang 
Road (吴江路小吃街), last time I was there, they've gutted half of the street 
so it's packed with Cold Stones, etc. The other half was still pretty original, 
if you dare to try out some 'survivor' level snacks. It can be a lot worse in 
southern China though. If you haven't figured out how to bargain yet, which 
I doubt. Take at least 80% off the asking price if you are in a tourist 
market, Shanghainese are the best business people and they can be 
vultures sometimes.  
 


